F250 overhead console removal

The overhead console on a Vehicles resides in the ceiling between the front seats, directly
above the center console. Depending on the year, model and option package of your Vehicles
the overhead console can have an outside temperature gauge, a compass and one or more
storage compartments Vehicles items such as glasses and garage door openers. If you need to
remove the Vehicles headliner, you'll need to begin with removing the overhead console. If you
have a solid sense of mechanical repair, you can remove the overhead console in a matter of
minutes. How to Remove the Overhead Console in an Excursion. Unhook the negative black
battery cable with your pliers. The overhead console contains electrical connections;
disconnecting the negative battery cable prevents shock. Open the sunglasses holder the
compartment closest to the front auxiliary controls. Remove the Phillips screw from inside the
holder. Disconnect the overhead console clips. Grasp the console at the rear, and pull down
sharply. The clips will unhook. Provide support for the console, do not let it hang by the
electrical connections. Disconnect the electrical connections to remove the console. Squeeze
the tabs on the outside of the electrical connections to disconnect them. Lower the overhead
console from the headliner. There are connections at the rear dome light and connections at the
front auxiliary controls. Insert the end of the trim tool between the Explorer's headliner and the
rear end of the overhead console. You can buy a trim tool at most auto parts stores or other
retailer selling a good variety of tools. Pry down on the console using the trim tool to pull the
rear mounting studs loose from the ceiling mounts. Remove the trim tool and set it aside. Grab
the body of the Explorer's overhead console firmly with your hands, slipping your finger tips
between the console and the headliner. Grab the sides of the overhead console with both
hands. Push in on the sides, where the console touches the F's headliner. Pull down gently
while pushing in on the sides to unseat the side clips. Slide the trim tool between the overhead
console and the F's headliner at the rear of the console and pry the overhead console loose
from the mount. Slide the tip of the Phillips-head screwdriver between the center console body
and the left map light lens. Pry the map light lens out gently with the trim tool. Repeat on the
right map light. Pry the front of the overhead console down from the ceiling gently with the trim
tool. Grab the body of the overhead console and remove it from the Dodge truck's ceiling. Items
you will need Pliers Phillips screwdriver Gloves optional. Items you will need Trim tool
Phillips-head screwdriver. The overhead console in a Ford F houses the compass and several
storage compartments for stowing things, such as garage door openers and sunglasses. The
console is made of hard plastic, which breaks easily. If the console's doors break or the
compass malfunctions, you'll need to replace the console as repairing it isn't feasible. Anyone
with a good grasp of mechanical repair can remove the overhead console from a Ford F in less
than five minutes. Jump to: navigation , search. Tools Used [ edit ] Tools Trim tool Remove
Overhead Console [ edit ] Slip the tip of the trim tool between the rear of the F's overhead
console and the headliner carefully. Pry down on the trim tool gently until the rear retaining
clips on the F's overhead console pull loose from their sockets. Grab the sides of the F's
overhead console with your hands and pull the whole console down from the ceiling.
Disconnect the wiring pigtail from the compass before moving the console away from the F's
ceiling. Categories : Repairs Ford F Navigation menu Personal tools Create account Log in.
Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit View history. This page was last modified on 20
August , at Remember Me? I fixed it!!! Results 1 to 7 of 7. Thread: '04 F Overhead console
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myself as a common problem is the chips coming off the main board for the display. So down
comes the console and out comes the board. Lucky for me I was paying attention as one of the
chips fell out and onto the floor. Pretty proud of myself on this one Re: '04 F Overhead console
display repair An atta boy on that one! Nice job. Sent from my Windows 8 device using Board
Express Pro. Nice work! Not someting I would have relished tackling. Thanks guys, I figured I
didn't have much to lose, it wasn't working before, and worse case scenario, it wouldn't have
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Ford overhead display Look no further. Happy happ y happy absolutely awesome!!! Our repair
does not and can not program or change any features which are displayed such as false
readings of MPG and or DTE. This repair only restores the display. To remove the computer
simply gently remove the plug from the. Computer, then remove the 3 10 torz head screws.

Install in reverse. Shipping Instructions see below:. Limited Lifetime Warranty for original
owner. Credit towards new OTC. Previous repairs may be returned repaired with out warranty.
Check out my other items! Happy Bidding. So make sure you buy from someone that can honor
a warranty. After purchasing, pay instantly with your credit card through PayPal. If you have a
concern or a problem with this item please contact me thru eBay messaging before opening a
case and I will work hard to resolve any problem you may have. So please take the time to leave
us your feedback. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information warhl Contact
seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Read more. Sign in
to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full.
Longtime Member. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab. Item location:. Fort Lauderdale, Florida, United States. Ships to:. United States and many
other countries See details. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Tue. Delivery times may vary, especially
during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import
charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were
unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A
quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been
provided by warhl. Search within store. Items On Sale. Console Parts. International Buyers â€”
Please Note: Import duties, taxes, and charges are not included in the item price or shipping
cost. These charges are the buyer's responsibility. Please check with your country's customs
office to determine what these additional costs will be prior to bidding or buying. Seller is not
responsible for consequential,incidental or punitive damages of any kind whatsoever, Seller's
liability is limited to the amount paid by Buyer including. Shipping and handling. This item will
ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in
a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item
will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are items available. Please enter a number less than
o
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r equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or
exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or
tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Feedback on warhl from others who bought this item.
Positive feedback. Unit works, quick turnaround for repair, did everything they said they would
do. These folks are incredible. Less than a week, including shipping both ways! Back to home
page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not
available for this variation. To remove the computer simply gently remove the plug from the
Computer, then remove the 3 10 torz head screws. International Priority Shipping.

